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MOBILE LASER ENCLOSURE CART

Mobile Laser Enclosure Cart - 30” wide x 26” deep x 36” tall
(12” tall x 12” wide viewing window)

A mobile cart is available to make the large or small CDRH enclosures highly mobile and offer the

flexibility to take a fully self-contained marking system anywhere. The cart is designed as a heavy-

duty production unit with the ability to house the enclosure, laser head, control unit, monitor and

keyboard storage. One single 120VAC plug is the only connection needed to this fully self-

contained solution. If you foresee the need to have a laser marker more portable and used at

multiple locations or work centers, this is the simplest solution.

The Mobile Base included industrial ball bearing locking casters, marking status light, trigger start,

E-Stop, touch pad keyboard, monitor and arm, and lower shelves to store the control unit and

additional hardware as needed.

 

The laser enclosure cart accommodates the small or large enclosure, is fully assembled and

includes the following features:

Extruded aluminum frame with handle & casters with brakes.
Black powder coated steel side panels and shelf.
Monitor attached to adjustable swingarm.
Keyboard attached to shelf on ball bearing drawer slides
120V accessory power strip.
Emergency stop & trigger pushbutton.
Tri-color LED status indicator.
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